Across
4. A long, narrow ditch
6. Resignation of a monarch
8. Government control or restrictions placed on the media
13. Policy of building up an empire
14. Forced acquisition of a region or territory by a more powerful state
16. Any horrible or violent action taken against an innocent or unarmed person or group
17. Serbian nationalist group
18. Government policy that requires citizens to join the army
19. Belief that a nation needs a large military

Down
1. Opinion expressed for the purpose of influencing the actions of others
2. German military plan on how Germany should handle the threat of war on two fronts
3. Temporary suspension of hostility in a war
5. 1919 treaty that ended WW1
7. Someone who objects to killing
9. Term for the total number of people killed
10. Assassination of this man started WW1
11. Payments for war damage
12. Not taking sides during a war
15. A strong love for one's country